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Human activities have Environmental impacts
EIA

• Environmental Impact Assessment

• Directive 2011/92/UE and Directive 2014/52/UE

• Better screening and monitoring.

• Better reporting: expertise.

• Better evaluation techniques and methods: alternatives.

• Integration of both the public and local and regional authorities.
SEA

• Directive 2001/42/EC. Strategic.

• Concept of **SUSTAINABILITY**.

• The core of the evaluation is in the **integration** of sustainability into the planning process.

• The **report** is just an **account** and a description of how that integration has taken place.

• Instruments: internal coherence, external coherence, scenarios and systemic report (Cmaps).
External coherence

Aims of greater levels

Aims of the plan

Aims of lower levels

Aims related to same scale plans
Internal coherence

- General aims of the plan
  - vertical

- Courses of action
  - horizontal
- Actions and measures
  - vertical

Other courses of action
Reporting integration
Next step

Humans are in the environment!!